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Among the 2D crystals, silicene, which forms sp 2−sp 3 bonds, is expected to present a higher reactivity than graphene, characterized by sp 2 bonds only. However, silicene functionalization, in particular with organic molecules, remains an open question. By means of density functional theory, we study the adsorption of benzene, a model organic molecule, on the (3 × 3) silicene on (4 × 4) Ag(111) surface. Our calculations show that the dispersion interactions must be taken into account in order to describe this system properly. The adsorption energy is calculated by means of the semi-empirical dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT-D2) and the optB86b-vdW density functional. The charge density and electrons localization function maps indicate that the molecule is chemisorbed on the silicene surface by means of two Si−C covalent bonds. In agreement with charge density difference calculations, two C−C double bonds are formed in the benzene molecule, which adopts a butterfly configuration. The silicene lattice is slightly deformed upon benzene adsorption, but the Si−Si distance remains the same as in bare silicene/Ag(111). Bader analysis shows a charge transfer from top Si atoms to both molecule and Ag substrate. Finally, we show that the covalent functionalization of silicene is possible.

1 Introduction

In the last few years silicene has been the subject of numerous works. 1,2 Indeed this material is expected to exhibit remarkable electronic properties such as a high mobility or a low effective mass for the electrons. 3,4 Amongst others, silicene is easily compatible with a mainly Si-based electronic technology. 6,7 An exciting research pathway is to confer new properties to this material by adding atoms or molecules. Indeed, the functionalization of silicene is a major issue, in particular for band-gap engineering, but also, for example, for the design of molecule sensors. 5,8−12. Moreover, the Si atoms in silicene are mainly sp 2−sp 3 hybridized. This suggests that its reactivity is higher than for graphene, which exhibits sp 2 bonds only. 13 In this respect, the functionalization of freestanding silicene with various small organic molecules has been theoretically studied. Kaloni et al. have shown that the studied molecules, in particular benzene, methane, or toluene, are more stable than on graphene. 5. Spencer et al. carried on calculations for silicene modified with phenyl groups. 15,16 They show that it is possible to modify the electronic properties of this system by exchanging the functionalizing molecules.

However, only supported silicene has been experimentally realized so far, namely on Ag 17−23, Ir 24, or ZrB 25. On Ag(111), various silicene phases have been observed. The (3 × 3) silicene on (4 × 4) Ag(111) is the most studied phase. It is the most stable phase, and large monodomain areas can be grown, without domain boundaries as in the ( √ 3 × √ 3)R19.1° silicene on ( √ 13 × √ 13)R13.9° Ag, which would present a different reactivity to that of the silicene surface. For (3 × 3) silicene/(4 × 4) Ag(111), one in three Si atoms lies at a higher position than the others; thus pure sp 3 and sp 2−sp 3 bonds are formed. 17 It appears that the silicene/Ag interface plays a major role, with the presence of localized charges between the bottom Si plane and the Ag surface. 26 Moreover, electrical charge is transferred from the top Si atoms to the Ag substrate as well as to the other Si atoms. As a result, the top Si atoms are slightly discharged, which may lower the reactivity of the silicene towards molecules. Now the adsorption of small inorganic molecules by silicene on Ag(111) has been investigated. The calculations of Ts et al. show that a silicene layer on Ag(111) can be partially or fully hydrogenated, leading to a silicane monolayer. 26 As far as oxidation is concerned, experimental measurements and DFT calculations indicate that the (3 × 3) silicene on (4 × 4) Ag(111) surface is highly reactive towards molecular oxygen. 27 In contrast, another study claims that silicene is not altered even by high doses of molecular oxygen, and is only slowly oxidized by atomic oxygen. 23 Consequently the functionalization of Ag-supported silicene is not an obvious issue, and needs to be studied in detail.

In this work, thanks to density functional theory (DFT), we study the functionalization of (3 × 3) silicene on (4 × 4) Ag(111) with benzene. Benzene is a small organic molecule which has been widely used as model molecule. 30−35. We show that the covalent functionalization of silicene is possible. Two
covalent Si–C bonds are formed, and the benzene molecule adopts a butterfly configuration.

2 Calculation details

We used the projector augmented plane-wave (PAW) method\textsuperscript{36,37} in the frame of the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP)\textsuperscript{38–41}. In a first step the electron-electron exchange-correlation interactions were described by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)\textsuperscript{42,43}, and by the local density (LDA) approximation\textsuperscript{44}. In a second step, in order to take into account the van der Waals interactions, the calculations were carried out by means of the semi-empirical dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT-D2) and the optB86b-vdW density functional. The optB86b-vdW is a van der Waals density functional which takes into account the long range interactions\textsuperscript{45,46}, while in the DFT-D2 method the semi-empirical energetic correction of Grimme is added to the total energetic calculations\textsuperscript{47–49}. The Brillouin zone is sampled by means of \((3 \times 3 \times 1) \ k\)-points, as done in previous works\textsuperscript{17,27,50}. A plane-wave energy cutoff of 400 eV has been taken. When the components of the forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å, the structure is considered as relaxed. Once the atomic structure is obtained, the density of states (DOS) of the system is calculated using \((7 \times 7 \times 1) \ k\)-points. The slab is built (from bottom to top), with 10 Ag layers of 16 atoms, the \((3 \times 3)\) silicene mesh containing 18 Si atoms, and the \(6 \) H$_6$ molecule. Thus there are 190 atoms in the supercell, with a vacuum spacing of 15 Å. The atoms belonging to the bottom Ag layer only are kept fixed during the relaxation process. The different charge transfers are studied in the Bader scheme by means of a partial charge approach\textsuperscript{51,52}. The total number of 1862 electrons is reproduced with an error lower than \(7 \times 10^{-4} e^–\). In order to draw the isodensity pictures, the visual molecular dynamics software developed by the Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group in the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has been used\textsuperscript{53}. The electron localization function map is displayed thanks to the VESTA software\textsuperscript{54}.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Energetic study

Figure 1a presents a top view of the benzene molecule positioned on top of the silicene lattice. There is one C$_6$ H$_6$ molecule per \((3 \times 3)\) silicene mesh. Before benzene adsorption, the silicene \((3 \times 3)\) surface presents a honeycomb lattice where 6 Si atoms (hereafter denoted top Si atoms) lie at a higher position than the 12 others (bottom atoms)\textsuperscript{17,50,55–60}. These top Si atoms are the most accessible for the benzene molecule. As we are looking for a possible chemisorption of the benzene molecule, the latter is positioned so that two top Si atoms are located below two opposite C atoms (denoted C$_1$ and C$_4$ in figure 1), and that no other top Si atoms are close to the molecule. Note that on Si(100), the benzene C$_1$ and C$_4$ atoms are those which form bonds with Si atoms from a dimer\textsuperscript{30–32,34}.

In order to test the stability of this configuration, we calculated the adsorption energy of the molecule on the silicene surface as following:

\[
E_{ads} = E_{benzene/silicene/Ag} - E_{benzene} - E_{silicene/Ag}.
\]

\(E_{benzene/silicene/Ag}\) is the total system energy, while \(E_{benzene}\) and \(E_{silicene/Ag}\) are the energy of the free benzene molecule and the \((3 \times 3)\) silicene layer on top of the Ag slab, respectively.

The obtained adsorption energies is +0.07 eV using GGA, and -1.10 eV with LDA. These apparently contradictory values show that the functionalization of the silicene surface is still an open question. In this respect we would like to emphasize that GGA tends to underestimate the interactions, and thus to delocalize the charges, while with LDA the interactions are overestimated. As a result, the bond lengths are shorter with LDA than with GGA, and the charges are more localized\textsuperscript{61}. For example, another 2D crystal studied by Li \textit{et al.}, namely germanene, could not be stabilized on a BN substrate when using GGA, while with LDA the adsorption energy was -0.058 eV, attesting a possible stabilization of the germanene layer\textsuperscript{62}.

Now here we are dealing with an organic molecule deposited on a surface. This means that van der Waals interactions are present, which must be taken into account in the calculations, as has been systematically performed for molecular systems in recent years\textsuperscript{5,30,63}. In this purpose, two different methods have been taken. The DFT-D2 method, which is widely used and has the advantage of being fast, describes the non-local dispersion interactions by adding a semi-empirical attractive term as proposed by Grimme\textsuperscript{47–49}. In contrast, in the optB86b-vdW functional, the van der Waals interactions are included within the functional\textsuperscript{45,46}. The adorption energy obtained with the DFT-D2 and the optB86b-vdW methods are -0.62 eV and -0.79 eV, respectively. Clearly, when the van der Waals interactions are taken in to account, the benzene molecule can be stabilized on the silicene layer. The adsorption energy lies between that obtained on freestanding silicene (-0.30 eV)\textsuperscript{5}, and on the Si(100) surface (-1.55 eV)\textsuperscript{30}.

Now let us study the atomic structure of the benzene ad-
sorbed on the silicene surface. We found that GGA, LDA, DFT-D2 and optB86b-vdW calculations lead to similar atomic positions, and that both the DFT-D2 and the optB86b-vdW methods give analogous electronic density maps. Consequently our presented results will be inferred from the DFT-D2 method only.

3.2 Structural study

Figure 1b and c display side views of the benzene molecule on top of the silicene sheet resulting from the relaxation of the system. One can see that the C_{6}H_{6} molecule is bent (α ∼ 10°), and that two atoms (C_{1} and C_{4}) are located at a lower position than the others C. Clearly the benzene molecule adopts the butterfly configuration which has been already found on the Si(100) or SiC(001) surfaces. We find that the C_{2} - C_{3} and C_{5} - C_{6} bond lengths are 1.35 Å, while the other C−C distances are 1.49 Å. The C_{1} and C_{4} have bond angles of ∼ 109°, whereas for the other carbon atoms their value is about 120°, which can be related to sp^3 and sp^2 hybridized C atoms, respectively. Finally, the distance between the C_{1} and C_{4} atoms and the nearest Si atoms is 2.02 Å, while the other C-Si distances are about 3.27 Å.

We can wonder how the silicene lattice is modified by benzene adsorption. The calculations show that the top Si atoms located below the C_{1} and C_{4} are at a higher position (0.10 Å) than for the bare silicene/Ag system. In fact it appears that the whole silicene mesh is disturbed by the organic molecule. Indeed, two other top Si atoms, and the four bottom Si atoms located below the benzene molecule, lie lower than in silicene/Ag (0.12 Å, and 0.17 Å, respectively). Thus the vertical position of several Si atoms is influenced by C_{6}H_{6} adsorption.

In this respect, the bond angles for the top Si atoms, which are ∼ 109° for silicene/Ag, have a value of ∼ 105° (Si atoms located below C_{1} and C_{4}) and ∼ 112° (other top Si atoms), in the presence of C_{6}H_{6}. As regards to the bottom Si atoms, their bond angle stays at ∼ 117°. Now, are the Si−Si bond lengths altered with respect to the silicene/Ag(111) system? We find that the Si−Si distances lie between 2.34 Å and 2.37 Å for bare silicene/Ag, and between 2.34 Å and 2.41 Å after benzene deposition. In other words, they vary only very slightly, in spite of the vertical position and bond angles modifications described above. The whole lattice rearranges itself upon benzene adsorption, which may be related to the low stiffness of silicene.

3.3 Electronic structure

In order to characterize the electronic structure of the system, we present in Fig. 2 a map of the charge density. The ben-
The formation of covalent bonds may imply a drastic charge reorganization in the system. Thus, we calculated Bader charges variations for the different atomic elements. We find that the top Si atoms lose a total of 2.86 electrons, while the benzene molecule, the Ag crystal, and the down Si atoms gain 1.95, 0.79, and 0.12 electrons, respectively. This means that a charge transfer takes place from the top Si atoms to the molecule, the Ag substrate, and the down Si atoms. The transfer from the Si atoms to the molecule can be related to the formation of covalent bonds, and to the fact that the carbon electro-negativity (2.55) is higher than for silicon (1.90). We would like to emphasize that for the bare silicene on Ag(111), the total Ag charge is \(-0.77|e|\) (where \(|e| = 1.6 \times 10^{-19}C\), which is similar to the charge obtained for the C\(_6\)H\(_6\)/silicene/Ag(111) system (-0.79|e|). Moreover, for silicene/Ag, each of the twelve bottom Si atoms has a charge of -0.03|e|, close to the mean bottom Si atom charge of -0.01|e| in the presence of a benzene molecule. In other words, the formation of the Si–C covalent bonds affects only slightly the charge transfer between the silicene layer and the Ag substrate.

At this point let us describe the spatial redistribution of the electrons for the whole benzene molecule and the Si atoms upon molecule adsorption. We present in Fig. 4 charge density difference maps (side-view and top view) obtained as following. In a first step the charge density has been calculated for the benzene/silicene/Ag ensemble. In a second step we obtained the charge density of the bare silicene/Ag system on one side, and of the benzene molecule on the other side, taken at the same atomic positions than in the grouped system. Finally the charge difference between benzene/silicene/Ag and the silicene/Ag and benzene systems has been extracted. This
allows visualizing the charge reorganization in terms of charge gain or loss when the benzene and the silicene/Ag systems are brought together. The light green and pink areas in Figure 4 indicate an electron gain isodensity of 0.03 $e^{-}$ per Å$^{3}$, and an electron loss of -0.03 $e^{-}$ per Å$^{3}$, respectively. For the C$_{1}$ and C$_{4}$ atoms, an electron gain can be seen between the carbon and the nearest Si atom (Fig 4a), compensated by a loss around the top of the Si (large pink rings in Fig 4b), and at the C atom (small pink rings). This charge redistribution is related to the formation of the two Si–C covalent bonds, which means that the Si and the C atoms share electrons upon benzene chimisorption. However the whole benzene electronic structure is modified. In particular there is an electron gain above and below the line connecting the C$_{2}$ and C$_{3}$ atoms, and also the C$_{5}$ and C$_{6}$ atoms. This electronic reorganization indicates the formation of one $\pi$ bond between the C$_{2}$ and C$_{3}$, and one between C$_{5}$ and C$_{6}$. Consequently the C$_{6}$ H$_{6}$ molecule exhibits two double bonds, in agreement with the calculated C$_{2}$–C$_{3}$ and C$_{5}$–C$_{6}$ short distances (1.35Å). In contrast, the electronic density diminishes both above and below the C$_{1}$–C$_{2}$, C$_{1}$–C$_{6}$, C$_{4}$–C$_{5}$, and C$_{3}$–C$_{4}$ lines, pointing to the formation of true simple bonds, as attested by the lengthening of the C–C distance (1.49Å, ) with respect to that in the benzene molecule in gas phase (1.40Å). Similar C–C extensions and shortenings (1.50 Å for the simple bonds and 1.35 Å for the double bonds) have been observed upon chimisorption of benzene on Si(100)\cite{31,32}. As a result, from the six delocalized electrons of the benzene molecule in gas phase, two Si–C covalent bonds and two C–C double bonds are formed, which means that a cycloaddition occurs upon C$_{6}$ H$_{6}$ adsorption on the silicene surface.

In order to understand how the silicene electronic states are impacted by molecule adsorption, we present in Fig. 5 density of states curves for the atomic structure described previously. In Fig. 5a, the DOS of the whole silicene layer is displayed before and after benzene adsorption. It can be seen that the curves are very close to each other, indicating that the molecule hardly modifies the global electronic structure of the silicene layer. A careful study of the DOS of each atom shows that only the DOS of the two top Si atoms forming a covalent bond with the molecule are strongly affected by benzene adsorption. This corresponds to 2 in 18 Si atoms for the total silicene layer, thus explaining why the total silicene layer DOS is not significantly modified. Fig. 5b and 5d show the DOS of the Si bonded to C$_{1}$ and C$_{4}$ atoms, along with their projected density of states (PDOS), in the absence and presence of benzene, respectively. The main effect of benzene adsorption is the attenuation of the p$_{z}$ states between -1 and +2 eV. According to Fig. 5c, the spatial distribution of the electronic charge related to the occupied part of these p$_{z}$ states (between -1eV and E$_{F}$) corresponds to the dangling bond of the top Si atoms. After formation of the covalent bond, the charge is rather located near the C atom (Fig. 5e) and not at the Si atom anymore, in agreement with the diminution of the Si p$_{z}$ PDOS around the Fermi level. We note that the charge distribution above the other top Si atoms is not modified.

4 Conclusion

By means of DFT calculations taking into account the van der Waals interactions, we have shown that the organic benzene molecule can be chemisorbed through a cycloaddition reaction on a silicene layer deposited on Ag(111). Two covalent Si–C bonds are formed and the benzene molecule adopts a butterfly configuration as already observed on the Si(100) surface\cite{30,32}. However the benzene stability on 2D silicene seems lower.

Fig. 4 Electron density difference (at 0.03$e^{-}$ per Å$^{3}$) maps induced by benzene deposition on the silicene/Ag(111) surface. Light green and pink plots correspond to an augmentation and a diminution of the local electron density, respectively. C, H, Si and Ag atoms are represented by red, light pink, yellow and blue balls, respectively. (a) side-view. (b) top view, for clarity, only the first Ag plane is represented.
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than on usual Si surfaces. We find that, on silicene/Ag(111), the adsorption energy is -0.62 eV with the DFT-D2 method, and -0.79 eV with the optB86b-vdW method, while it reaches -0.94 to -1.05 eV on Si(111)\(^{33}\) and -1.55 eV on Si(100)\(^{30}\). Now, for the Si(111) surface, the dangling bond is occupied by an electron. In contrast, in silicene/Ag(111), there is a charge transfer from the top Si atoms to the Ag substrate, with the result that these Si atoms carry a positive charge\(^{27}\). One could expect a charge reorganization implying a possible modification of this charge transfer upon benzene adsorption; however our calculations show that the latter is only weakly influenced by the presence of the C\(_6\)H\(_6\) molecule. Our results suggest that the silicene reactivity is limited with respect to a Si(100) or Si(111) surface, which in turn makes its functionalization more difficult, but not impossible. Clearly experiments should be carried out at various surface temperatures to investigate the possibility to functionalize silicene with organic molecules, via covalent bonds.
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